Given a family ~ ~ {0, 1 } "' of binary vectors of length m, a set W~ { I ..... m} is called a witness set for r ~ .~, if for all other r' • ~. there exists a coordinate c • W such that r,.~r',.. The smallest cardinality of a witness set for r•b~ is denoted w(r) =try(r). In this note we show that Y~r~ w(r)= O(1,~'13/2) and constructions are given to show that this bound is tight. Further information is derived on the distribution of values of { w(r) I r e.~}.
other r' e .~. there exists a coordinate c in W such that rc differs from r'c. In other words, W is a set of entries of r that distinguish it from every other vector in ~t. We also say that exposing the entries of r corresponding to W uniquely determines r among vectors in ~. Let w(r) = w~(r) denote the size of the smallest witness set for re ~. The notion of a witness set seems to be quite natural and it arises, in particular, in the area of computational learning theory under various names: it is called a discriminant in [7] , and a specifying set in [2] ; also max,.~.~ w(r) is referred to as the "teaching dimension" (see [6] [5] proved that for a certain type of families that arise, for example, in the context of pattern recognition the average is O(1). Other related bounds (also for particular families) are given in [1] . We had initiallly conjectured that if I~1 = n, then the average value of w(r) over r ~ ~ is at most logarithmic in n, but as we shall soon see, this is not true and the average can be as large as t2(n~/2).
This result, together with a matching O(n ~/2) upper bound that holds for eveo, such ~', constitutes the main contribution of the present note. A similar proof for the lower bound was independently found by Cherniavsky and Statman [4] . Weaker bounds for the average witness size are considered in I-7, Exercise 2.12.d]. Finally, we obtain some bounds on the distribution of values of {w(r) ] re~)}. 
THEOREM 1. For any ~ as above, ~( ~ ) = O( n ~/2). The bound is tight; i.e., there exist. ~' with r~( ~,') = g'2(nl/Z).
Proof We start with an explicit construction of ~' which achieves the lower bound. Let p be a prime, and let P be the projective plane of order p. The plane P contains m =p2 +p + 1 points, and m lines. We consider m-dimensional vectors where the coordinates correspond to P's points. ~' is a family of n = 2m binary m-vectors, of which m are the characteristic vectors of lines of P, and another m are the m unit vectors.
For re ~' corresponding-to a line/, w(r)= 2, since it suffices to expose the coordinates corresponding to any two points on /. Such a pair distinguishes r from all singletons, and since distinct lines share exactly one point, this pair of coordinates distinguishes r also from the characteristic vectors of other lines.
On the other hand, w(r)=p+2 if r corresponds to the singleton point q. To distinguish r from the characteristic vector of a line l containing q, a zero in r should be exposed in a coordinate that corresponds to a point on I other than q. There are p + 1 such lines/, whose pairwise intersection is { q}, so to distinguish r from all of them, at least p + 1 distinct 0-entries should be exposed. To distinguish r from other singletons, the 1-entry should be exposed as well, the alternative being to expose all (p2+p) 0-entries. 
In particular, it follows that W(rk) ~ k --2 + n/k.
Putting the two observations together we get
Pick k = x/~; the above inequality yields E'i'=, w(r;) ~< 2n 3/2, or ,~(G) ~< 2 x/'n.
I
We cannot resist presenting an alternative proof of the upper bound that is algorithmic and yields a slightly better constant.
(Algorithmic) Proof of Theorem 1. We seek upper bounds for f(n) zx max.a: Ira=,, ~,~ w(r). Let G be a family that achieves the maximum f(n). We first limit our attention to a set T of n-1 coordinates as guaranteed by Lemma2. Fix an i• T and consider the sets Go, G~ of vectors in G whose ith coordinate is 0 (resp. 1). If both IG01, IG, I~ > 0 (a parameter that we soon set), then add i to the witness set of every vector in G and proceed recursively with the sets G0, G~. Since the ith coordinate distinguishes every vector in G0 from any vector in G~, it follows that in this case f
(n)~n+f(O)+f(n-O).
On 
REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
Given a family G as before and an integer t, 1 ~< t ~< n, define
U(G,t)=l{reGIw(r)>~t}l, L(G,t)=l{reGIw(r)<<.t}l.
Our proof of Theorem 1 in fact shows the following.
LEMMA 3. For every G (of size n) and t<~n, U(G,t+n/t-1)<t.
It is not difficult to obtain also the following lower bound.
